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That is Goldsmith's "Vicar of · Wakefield," a
delightful story of simple home life. (See
Goldsmith, Oliver.)
Novels usually follow the fashion of the times
in which they are published. When, in the early
part of the 19th century, the movement toward
romanticism came to its climax, there was a
··
The First Modern Novel
great interest in the Middle Ages, and the hisThe novel of ordinary domestic life and torical novels of Sir W alter Scott were a natural
manners owes its beginning, in the middle of outcome.
.
the 18th century, to an · accident. Samuel
But during the same period, far off in a little
Richardson, a London printer, was invited by English village lived a gentlewoman who wasn't
a publisher to prepare
interested in depicting
0
1
a volume of letters ,.-d
__:.__?y.!:~?-. ~·-=-L ~-=v~· ~ ME
N ''THE cAvE '' .... the world of history or
which might serve as ·
~ even the world of :Q.er
models to country
.
·
i ownday. JaneAusten
readers. It occurred to
·
wrote novels which
Richardson that the
gave a universe in
letters would be more
miniature the life of
instructive and interher own rural England.
esting if they were
The sentimentality o1
made to t ell a connecRichardson and of thE
ted love story and
Gothic romancers, who
point a moral. The
filled their books with
result was " Pamela,
haunted cham hers and
or Virtue Rewarded."
mysteriou·s c as t le s ,
So great was its vogue,
aroused her sense of .
e s p e c i ally among
the ridiculous. She
women, that it was
wrote about the.people
followed by another
that ·s he knew, and
novel '' Clarissa ; or the
showed character with
History of a Young
sly humour. "Pride
Lady,' ) usually conand Prejudice" and
sidered
Richardson's
"Emma" are books
.
masterpiece, and then
which sparkle at the
.. ; Robinson Crusoe" is often called the first
English novel. Yet it is hardly a novel in
the modern sense. It is a tale of adventure
in a far-away place rather than of life as we
know it ; it lacks plot, being a series of happenings loosely strung together, and there is no
charact.e r analysis.
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man a.s its hero, " Sir
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as at the first.
Charles
Grandison."
.
The 19th century saw
No writer before had
I the field of the novel
so painstakingly dis- ,....,~~ . . , . -·
-.....-....-~-.:.~- .LJ immensely widened, to
sected the hearts of h~s Illustration from Thackeray's novel, " The Newcomes," keep pace with the
heroines and analysed showing that great gentleman, Colonel Newcome, rebuking growing complexity of
their feeli.ngs.
the landlord for allowing a coarse song to be sung, and taking life. Science, religion,
young Clive Newcome home.
- It was this that held
social reforms, labour
the attention of his readers, but to one man and capital, war and p eace, and many other
at least Richardson's sentimentality and pre- problems were stirring people's minds. The
tentious moraHzing were distasteful. Henry new era of machinery had brought people into
-F ielding was moved to burlesque " Pamela," the towns, .where they lived miserably under
much as Cervantes had burlesqued the old insanitary, unhealthy conditions (see Industrial
romances. But in writing" Joseph Andrews" R evolution). Old laws no longer fitted new
he became so interested in his characters that customs, and a new race of writers grew up
the result was a realistic novel rather than a to combat them .
burlesque. Here, and most of all in his masterThe Humanitarian Novel
·
.
piece "Tom Jones," the characters are real.
Charles Kingsley, Mrs. Gaskell, ~nd, above
Neither Richardson nor Fielding, nor their all, Charles Dickens, were writers of the humanir.ontemporaries, Smollett and Sterne; great as tarian novel. Charles Dickens's own life-story,
they were and important as their work was in which, with some modifications, forms the basis
the history of the novel, have a wide appeal of the narrative in "David Copperfield," is to
to-day. But one novel w·ritten just a little many readers the most interesting of his novels.
later still remains a favourite of young and old.
Dickens was of the people ; Thackeray be-
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